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ABSTRACT We report on measurements of source sizes
and charge state distributions of ions accelerated from thin
foils irradiated by ultrashort (100–300 fs) high-intensity (1−
6×1019 W/cm2) laser pulses. The source sizes of proton and
carbon ion beams originating from hydrocarbon contaminants
on the surfaces of 5 µm thick aluminum foils were investi-
gated using the knife-edge method. For low-energy protons and
low-carbon charge states, the source area was found to exceed
the focal spot area by a factor of 104. For the determination
of charge state distributions, sandwich targets consisting of a
25 µm thick tungsten layer, a 2-nm thin beryllium layer, and
again a tungsten layer whose thickness was varied were used.
These targets were resistively heated to remove the light surface
contaminants. Peaked energy spectra of oxygen and argon ions
corresponding to the equilibrium distribution after propagation
through matter were observed.

PACS 41.75.Jv; 52.38.Kd; 52.25.Jm; 52.50.Jm; 52.70.Nc;
41.75.Ak

1 Introduction

The effective acceleration of ions by ultrashort
(30 fs–1 ps) high-intensity (1018–1021 W/cm2) laser pulses
interacting with thin foils attracted high attention during re-
cent years. The emitted ion and, in particular, proton pulses
reached large particle numbers between 1010 and 1013 with
energies in the MeV- [1, 2] and multi-MeV-range [3–6]. In
recent experiments, the high quality of proton beams emit-
ted from the rear side of laser irradiated thin foils was
proved [7–9]. On this account, they have been considered as
an ion source for the injection into a conventional particle
accelerator [10] and for fast ignition [11]. Moreover, laser-
accelerated protons were successfully used for diagnosing the
electromagnetic fields in overdense laser-produced plasmas
with a picosecond time resolution soon after they were first
observed [12]. The potential of using protons as an indirect
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diagnostic for the electron transport through solid targets has
also been demonstrated [13].

The acceleration of ions during the laser-plasma interac-
tion is qualitatively understood. When a laser pulse of rel-
ativistic intensity (Iλ2 > 1018 W/cm2 ×µm2) impinges on
a solid surface or a preformed plasma, electrons are acceler-
ated to relativistic velocities within half an oscillation period
(1–2 fs for typical laser wavelengths). Simultaneously, they
are bent into the propagation direction of the laser pulse be-
cause of the v× B-term in the Lorentz-force referred to as
ponderomotive potential when cycle-averaged. There are ad-
ditional mechanisms for energy absorption in presence of
steep density gradients ([14] and references therein) which
will not be discussed here. However, the ions remain at rest
since they are too massive to follow the fast laser oscillation.
Thus a quasi-stationary electric field is formed near the criti-
cal density surface due to this laser driven charge separation.
This is most likely the source of the front-side accelerated ions
observed in various experiments [15]. The fastest electrons
(∼ MeV mean energy) travel through the foil and escape on
their rear-side leaving a charged target behind. With increas-
ing quasi-static electrical potential, slower electrons are no
longer able to leave the target. They form a µm-scale Debye-
sheath at the target rear side, where the electric field reaches
values in the TV/m-regime. Atoms on the target rear-side
experience field ionization and are subsequently accelerated.
Emerging from this sheath region, the ions gain kinetic en-
ergies of several MeV per nucleon [4, 6, 16]. As the electric
field points normal to the target surface, this process is called
target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) [17]. For the laser
parameter range and target properties this paper deals with,
it has been shown that TNSA is dominant over front-side-
acceleration [18, 19].

A series of experiments was performed to investigate
the dependence of the observed ion spectra on the
intensity [14, 20] and contrast ratio [2, 21] of the laser pulse as
well as on different target properties [2, 4, 21]. Although some
theories exist reproducing experimental data [22, 23], none
of them includes all physically relevant processes. Since in
most experiments hydrocarbons contaminated the target sur-
faces, protons got accelerated predominantly due to their high
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charge-to-mass ratio and thus were the subject of the most
studies. Nevertheless, carbon and even heavier ions of various
charge states are usually observed simultaneously under these
conditions, albeit with lower number and energy [16, 20, 24].
However, neither the appearance of the observed charge state
distributions nor their spatial origin in terms of source size and
shape can be explained by the models so far. For the latter,
some experimental estimates were already obtained show-
ing that the source size of the rear-side accelerated protons
is much larger than the laser focal spot [4, 7–9]. In all these
experiments protons were studied. Their number usually ex-
ceeds the number of heavier ions by a factor of 100 or more.
Additionally, stacks of radiochromic film were used as an
ion-detector. These stacks are usually shielded with an alu-
minum foil, which stops the heavier ions. For a simultaneous
source-size measurement of protons and, e.g., carbon ions,
the different species and charge states must be separated. In
a single shot experiment, this can be done with a Thomson
parabola spectrometer only.

A rather simple experiment for source size measurements
of protons and carbon ions will be described in Sect. 2 using
the knife-edge method. Sect. 3 will address an experiment
where oxygen and argon ions could be accelerated. This could
be achieved by heating the target to temperatures exceeding
1000 ◦C. Although it is not yet clear if a major fraction of the
contaminant elements is removed or if it diffuses into the tar-
get, this technique is appropriate for heavy ion acceleration as
demonstrated in [16, 24].

2 Source size measurements

The experiments were performed at the ATLAS10
10-Hz-tabletop-laser-system at the MPQ Garching providing
laser pulses with energies of about 0.75 J and 150-fs full width
at half maximum (FWHM) duration at a center wavelength
of 790 nm. Single laser pulses were focused onto 5-µm thick
aluminum foils with an incident angle of 30◦ reaching an in-
tensity of 2 ×1019 W/cm2 in a spot of 3-µm FWHM diameter.
The duration of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
was controlled by a fast Pockels cell and chosen to be 1 ns with
an intensity contrast of better than 2 ×107. This pedestal gen-
erated a pre-plasma with a scale length of 4 µm at the critical
density. Ion spectra were recorded in the target normal direc-
tion (±5 mrad) using a Thomson parabola spectrometer with
a pinhole of 300-µm diameter placed 80 cm behind the tar-
get (Fig. 1). Nuclear track detectors (CR39) were used inside
the Thomson parabola spectrometer to record the ion tracks.
After etching, the ion pits were counted by a commercial auto-
mated scanning system composed of a computer-controlled
optical microscope and a pattern recognition software. This
standard experimental setup was extended by the introduc-
tion of a scraper placed 8 mm behind the target to perform
the knife-edge measurements by moving the scraper across
the beam. A stainless steel razor-blade served for this pur-
pose. Since the solid angle of the ion beam (∼ 25 msr) was
about 5 orders of magnitude larger than the detector solid
angle (area of entrance aperture of the Thomson parabola
spectrometer/(distance to target)2, 10−4 msr), only a small
fraction of the signal passing the scraper was detected (Fig. 1).
This is important for the interpretation of the results.

FIGURE 1 Experimental setup. (a) The laser pulse is focused by an off-
axis parabola onto the foil target with an incident angle of 30◦. The ions are
detected in target normal direction with a Thomson parabola type spectrom-
eter using CR39 plastic track detectors. After irradiation they are etched in
sodium league and scanned by a computer controlled microscope (b). Every
single ion track is counted leading to a density image (c) from which the
spectra are calculated

Figure 2 shows the spectra of protons and carbon ions
with charge states 1+ to 4+ for six selected scraper pos-
itions, namely with the scraper at the center of the ion beam
(a) and successively moved inwards in 40 µm-steps (b–f).
For the next scraper position, following (f) corresponding to
240 µm off center, no ions are detected. The high-energy pro-
tons (Ekin > 0.8 MeV) and highly charged carbon ions (C4+,
Ekin > 2.5 MeV) already vanish after the first scraper step
(40 µm) whereas the low-energy protons (< 0.8 MeV) and the
lower carbon charge states appear to be unaffected. The max-
imum kinetic energy both of protons and C4+-ions decreases
with the scraper sliding into the ion beam. Only protons and
singly-charged carbon ions remain at the last scraper position
(Fig. 2f). The deflection of the ions with the lowest energies
was calculated assuming that the scraper is charged with 1 nC.
This is a reasonable value for the charge carried by the fast
electrons leaving the target. The deflection in the plane of
the Thomson parabola spectrometer pinhole was 40 µm and
100 µm for protons and C4+-ions, respectively. Since the pin-
hole diameter was 300 µm, the influence of the scraper on the
passing ions was neglected.

The appearance of only singly ionized carbon in the outer
regions indicates a radial decrease in the strength of the quasi-
static electric field. As it was discussed in [16], field ionization
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FIGURE 2 Proton and ion spectra for different scraper positions, starting
from the center (a)

is the dominant ionization mechanism. In this case, a sig-
nificant number of ions with a certain charge state can be
produced only in regions where the field once exceeded the
respective threshold. It thus depicts a lower boundary for the
field in this place. The appearance of a maximum ion charge
state suggests that the field was never larger than the threshold
for the ionization to the next charge state thus giving an upper
bound. Although the latter statement implies that no charge
exchange occurs after the field ionization process, these as-
sumptions have been used to derive the radial field profile. By
reading out the ion spectra of Fig. 2 one can estimate the max-

FIGURE 3 Radial profile of the maximum field present during the acceler-
ation process. The error bars represent the threshold fields for field ionization
(FI)

imal field which was present during the acceleration process
(Fig. 3). The field strength in the center of the emission area

was estimated using the formula E = √
2/e×ne0kbTe/ε0 [25]

where ε0 is the vacuum dielectric constant and e is Euler’s
constant. The product of the mean energy (kbTe) and the dens-
ity of the fast electrons (ne0) can be expressed by nekbTe = η ·
I/c, where I is the laser intensity, c is the velocity of light,
and η is the conversion ratio of laser energy into hot electrons
chosen to be 10 percent.

Due to the small solid angle of the Thomson parabola
spectrometer (10−4 msr) as compared to the opening angle of
the emitted ion beam (∼ 25 msr), the knife-edge method can
not be used for the complete characterization of the source.
In recent experiments [8], it was shown that the proton beams
emitted from the rear side of thin foils exhibit a small nor-
malized emittance (< 0.004 πmm ×mrad). Moreover, their
angular divergence depends linearly on the radial distance to
the laser focal spot for the considered proton energies. If these
results apply to the present case, the ion signal should vanish
as soon as the scraper passes the center of the emitting area. In
fact this is what happens for the high-energy protons and C4+-
ions (Fig. 2a–b). Nevertheless this principle does not seem to
apply to the low-energy protons and carbon ions. They might
have a larger emittance or emit more straight then the high-
energy ions, so ions stemming from the outer areas are able to
hit the pinhole of the spectrometer. This could also be caused
by a bumpy sheath, where different spatial zones emit ions
in target-normal direction. To find a lower constraint for the
measured source sizes, it appears most feasible to assume that
the ions stem from a circular source, where every point was
considered to make the same contribution to the spectrom-
eter signal. For this case, the measured signal can be written

as S = N0/2
[
1 −2/π

(
sin−1 xn + xn

√
1 − x2

n

)]
, where N0 is

the number of ions in a certain energy interval observed with-
out using the scraper and xn = 2xs/s is the scraper position xs

divided by the energy-dependent source size s, which is the
fit parameter. Figure 4 shows the calculated source sizes of

FIGURE 4 Proton and ion source sizes versus kinetic energy. The values
represent lower limits for the source diameters
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protons and carbon ions as a function of their kinetic energy
resulting from the above model assumptions. The denoted
values represent a lower boundary for the source diameters
except for the high-energy ions. They are confined by the
smallest detectable diameter of 80 µm, which is twice as high
as the scraper step width.

The heavier ions, e.g. carbon, represent only a mi-
nor fraction of the total number of ions in experiments
using hydrocarbon-contaminated metal targets. This picture
changes dramatically once the targets are heated. In this case,
protons can be completely removed from the target surfaces
resulting in a much larger number and energy of the heavy
ions. The next section addresses measurements of charge
state distributions of ions accelerated from heated sandwich-
targets.

3 Heavy ion measurements – heated targets

In most experiments, hydrocarbon and water con-
taminants cover the target surface. Here we describe ex-
periments employing resistive heating to remove these con-
taminants [16]. The 100-TW laser system at the Labora-
toire pour l’Utilisation des Lasers Intenses (LULI) at École
Polytechnique was used for this campaign. It delivers pulses
with an energy of 20 J and a FWHM duration of 320 fs in
a focal spot of 6-µm FWHM diameter reaching an inten-
sity of 6 ×1019 W/cm2. Except for the fact that the laser
was normally incident and the scraper was removed, the ex-
perimental setup was similar to that depicted in Fig. 1. In-
stead of the aluminum, we used tungsten foils (25 µm) the
rear-sides of which were coated with a thin (∼ 2 nm) beryl-
lium layer followed by a layer of tungsten of variable thick-
nesses (0–40 nm). This target geometry was chosen aiming at
a measurement of the depth profile of the rear-side accelera-
tion field inside the foil by measuring the number of beryllium
ions as a function of the tungsten layer thickness. This topic
will be discussed in more detail elsewhere. To our surprise, we
found oxygen ions from the first up to the sixth charge state in
each shot. Since no protons or carbon ions were observed, the
oxygen ions most probably originate from oxide layers of the
tungsten rather then from water contaminants. Tungsten accu-
mulates an oxide layer similar to aluminum. Furthermore, the
25 µm-tungsten foil was milled under red heat (∼ 800 ◦C) re-
sulting in an oxide-layer buried under the beryllium-tungsten-
sandwich structure. Additionally, argon ions (1+ to 8+) were
present in some of the shots. This is not surprising since they
were used as sputtering projectiles for the target coating pro-
cess. Usually a small fraction of these ions incorporate into
the sputtered layers. The O6+-ions with maximum kinetic en-
ergies of 2 MeV/u were the most energetic species measured.
Typical spectra of oxygen and argon ions taken from one shot
where both species were present are shown in Fig. 5a and b
separately.

The total ion spectra were calculated by adding the spec-
tral distributions of the different charge states for both elem-
ents. The spectra can be described by double exponential
distributions with mean energies of 62 keV/u and 0.4 MeV/u
for oxygen and 17 keV/u and 0.1 MeV/u for argon (Insets
of Fig. 5a,b). The spectra of the individual charge states are
shifted to higher energies with increasing charge. Note the

FIGURE 5 Spectra of oxygen (a) and argon (b) ions from an irradiated
25-µm tungsten/2-nm beryllium sandwich-target. The arrows depict the ki-
netic energy an ion needs to reach the given charge states in case of charge
equilibrium. The total spectra of the oxygen and argon ions are shown in the
insets. The spectra can be fitted by a double exponential function with mean
energies, Tc and Th

pronounced maxima appearing in the spectral distributions,
especially for the higher charge states. The arrows depict the
kinetic energies at which the corresponding ions, in case of
charge equilibrium, take on the given charge states in solids.
The values for O4+ to O6+ were taken from measured equi-
librium charge states for oxygen ions after having passed
through gold foils [26], which is close to tungsten. Since ex-
perimental data are lacking, the respective values for argon
and the lower oxygen equilibrium charge states were calcu-
lated using the empirical formula given in [27]. The observed
maxima are close to the equilibrium charge states. This find-
ing basically means that the detected ions must have left the
foil with their final energy and the corresponding charge state.
Taking into account that these ions started at rest, a consid-
erable acceleration distance inside the foil is required. This
gives two possibilities for their original locations, because the
rear-surface is ruled out as ions originating from there lack
sufficient matter to reach charge state equilibrium by electron
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exchange reactions. The front-side appears possible, however,
oxygen ions need about 100 MeV to traverse 25 µm of tung-
sten. Therefore, we tentatively propose that the observed oxy-
gen and argon ions came from the bulk of the foil, at least from
a thick enough region underneath the rear-surface.

4 Conclusion

Experiments using the knife-edge method were
performed to determine the source extension of protons and
carbon ions accelerated from thin aluminum foils irradiated
with high-intensity laser pulses. The quasi-static electric field
was reduced by two orders of magnitude within a radial dis-
tance of 200 µm from the laser focus. The source extension
of the most energetic protons (> 0.8 MeV) was smaller than
80 µm which is in good agreement with earlier proton source
size measurements [4, 8, 9]. Moreover, it was shown that the
most energetic C4+-ions (> 2.5 MeV) originate from the same
central spot. Source size diameter up to 500 µm were ob-
served for the low energy protons and carbon ions.

In the second experiment oxygen and argon ions emit-
ted from coated tungsten foils were observed. The targets
were resistively heated to remove the hydrocarbon and wa-
ter contaminant layers. The total spectra could be described
by double exponential distributions, whereas the individual
charge state spectra overlapped and were shifted to higher en-
ergies with higher charge states. The observed pronounced
maxima were compared to equilibrium charge state distribu-
tions well known from stripper-foil experiments in accelerator
physics [26, 27]. For the found agreement we have suggested
an explanation in terms of starting positions of the detected
ions underneath the rear-surface.
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